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Section 1
Community planning and its structures

Why we are developing an
Area Community Plan
The purpose of this Area
Community Plan is to:
• set out information about the
area;
• develop an analysis of that
information; and
• create a strategic vision for
Annandale and Eskdale.

We hope that members of the public, the
community, and the public, voluntary and
private sectors can all sign up to that
vision and work towards it over the next
five years. There are a number of
important reasons why we need an Area
Community Plan:
• With a wide range of agencies
(voluntary, statutory and private)
providing services in the area, we need
an overview of the situation to help us
identify priorities and gaps.
• With increased need for external
funding, a strategic plan provides
organisations with the evidence to
support their applications.
• Economic and social development
takes place in a context of uncertainty
and change. An Area Community Plan
can enable us to assess some of the
factors, estimate risks and identify
ways of managing uncertainty.
We have developed the Annandale and
Eskdale Area Community Plan in the
dynamic social and economic context of
Europe and the wider world. This context
binds the various sectors together. For
example, the environment has an impact
on the economy, and education has an
impact on health. So when we develop
the area, we need to work in partnership
and to understand the local factors that
interact with other elements.
The people who are most likely to
understand the local context best are the
people who live and work in Annandale
and Eskdale. So it is a high priority for us
to engage and involve the community in
the process of development. As the public
sector becomes more skilled at using local



knowledge and community expertise, we
hope that economic and social
development will become more
sustainable.
The document that came before this Area
Community Plan was the Area
Regeneration Strategy. It was developed in
2001, at the time of the foot and mouth
emergency in the area. Things have moved
on since then and new evidence,
particularly in the form of the 2001 Census
data, indicates new challenges for social
and economic development. By reviewing
this information and engaging with
members of the community, we can
develop a plan which will enable us to take
a long-term view and which will identify
choices for promoting sustainable
development. This means environmental
sustainability as well as the sustainability
of projects and programmes designed to
bring about social and economic
development in Annandale and Eskdale.

Process for developing the Area
Community Plan
The process involved:
• Inviting members of Annandale and
Eskdale Rural Partnership to pool
information about the area;
• Using this information to analyse the
situation;
• Consulting with the community about
priorities in specially-arranged
consultation events;
• Getting everyone’s approval for the
final version; and

Information sources
The Area Community Plan draws on
information gathered for statutory
purposes. This includes Census data,
health information, strategic documents
and plans, as well as information from the
local communities themselves. There is
more qualitative information available
now than in 2001 and we have used this
to help develop the Plan. A large amount
of the data is not broken down into areas,
so some of the information that we have
used is for Dumfries and Galloway as a
whole.
The Plan aims to reflect the views of
people living here. The people of
Annandale and Eskdale are independentminded and will often argue about the
best way forward. We view such diversity
as a positive force for social and economic
development, and we can achieve
development by different routes.

Policy context
We have developed the Area Community
Plan in the context of Scottish, UK and
European policies, which influence social
and economic development in different
ways. The policy environment seems
particularly dynamic in Scotland at the
present time with new policy initiatives
being tested out regularly. Grant funding
is available for local projects which let us
explore options for social and economic
development. Objective 2 and 3 European
funding as well as Leader Plus funding are
available for this area.

• Launching the Plan.
The Area Community Plan should help in
the development of an annual action plan
for Annandale and Eskdale Rural
Partnership.
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Section 1
Community planning and its structures

The principles behind community
planning
Community planning is based on
partnership working and community
involvement. These two principles enable
us to make the most of our resources and
to harness community skills and
capabilities to best effect. Dumfries and
Galloway Council has the statutory role of
leading and promoting community
planning.
A national working group summed up the
aims of community planning as follows:
• to improve the service that councils
and their public sector partners
provide through more co-ordinated
working;
• to enable public sector partners to
consult with the voluntary and private
sectors and the community to agree a
strategic vision for the area; and

The Rural Partnership has links with the
region-wide Community Planning
Partnership and Joint Board and the three
region-wide Thematic Forums – Safe and
Healthy Communities, Inclusive
Communities, and Enterprising and
Learning. Each of the Local Rural
Partnerships has the support of a
community planning co-ordinator and a
steering group or joint officers group.
A fuller outline of the community
planning structures in Dumfries and
Galloway is set out in the Dumfries and
Galloway Community Plan (2004).
Annandale and Eskdale Rural Partnership
has provided advice to consultants
working on plans for the decommissioning of Chapelcross and the
regeneration of Annan Harbour.

• to help public sector partners to
identify and jointly meet the needs
and views of individuals and
communities.

Annandale and Eskdale Rural
Partnership
Annandale and Eskdale Rural Partnership
was set up to promote the development
of community planning as a way of
working towards social and economic
development at area level. It is one of
four Local Rural Partnerships in Dumfries
and Galloway. The partnership held its
first meeting in November 2001 and has
continued to meet quarterly since then. It
brings together partners from the
voluntary, community and public sectors.
The private sector has not yet been much
involved.



Members of the partnership are consulted
regularly about regional and national
strategies that will require joint working
at local level.
The Community Planning Co-ordinator
acts as a channel for a wide range of
information. She circulates relevant
material on training events, funding
opportunities and opportunities for
partners, and enables them to network
and make use of the directory of
partners. The partnership also acts as a
networking focus, enabling partners to
devise new ways of working with
colleagues in other services and sectors.

So far, the rural partnership has been
successful in bids for funding from the
Scottish Executive and from the Better
Neighbourhood Services fund for young
people. This money has supported local
consultation work and has helped people
develop skills in consultation activities.
The ‘Winning Ideas’ project for young
people between the ages of 12 and 18
years is using text messaging to enable
them to have their say about services. At
present, the partnership is not legally
separate, but we might explore this
option in the future.
The Annandale and Eskdale Rural
Partnership set up the Safe
and Healthy Action
Partnership (SHAP) as a
sub-group in 2003. SHAP
provides a focus for work
on the ‘Safe and Healthy’
agenda in the area, and it is a
vehicle for driving this work
forward. SHAP is made up of
representatives from local organisations
and groups as well as members of the
community. They all have an interest in
improving health and quality of life in
Annandale and Eskdale.
SHAP aims to work with local people in
communities to identify their safety and
health needs, finding out how to meet
those needs, and supporting the
development of local projects and
initiatives to tackle them. SHAP also
works together to influence service
planning and
delivery. It makes
sure that the needs
and views of the
people of Annandale
and Eskdale are
taken into account

in local, regional and national planning
and policy decisions, where appropriate.
The partnership is now a properly
constituted body and develops an action
plan which is reviewed annually.
Along with other statutory and voluntary
organisations, Dumfries and Galloway
Council has a remit to ‘champion’
community planning as a way of working.
There are key individuals within the
various organisations who seek to drive
forward and support community
planning. They work to enable others to
learn the skills for working in partnership
and involving communities in developing
services.
As well as the Annandale and Eskdale
Rural Partnership, two other partnerships
work in the area, promoting crossboundary working and community
involvement in rural development. They
are the Southern Upland Partnership and
the Solway Firth Partnership. Another
two collaborative bodies promote
lobbying and cross-Borders collaboration
at the more strategic level. They are the
South of Scotland Alliance and Borders
Vision.

Annandale and Eskdale Rural
Partnership annual work plan
Annandale and Eskdale Rural Partnership
will create an annual work plan based on
the five-year Area Community Plan. This
annual plan will include indicators so that
we can monitor and evaluate the work.
The Community Planning Co-ordinator
will report on the delivery of the plan
annually to Annandale and Eskdale Rural
Partnership, Upper Annandale and
Eskdale Area Committee and Lower
Annandale Area Committee.

Structure plans and local plans
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Section 1
Community planning and its structures

The structure plans and local plans will
have an impact on community planning
for Annandale and Eskdale.
The structure plan provides a long-term
vision for the area, looking forward at
least ten years. As part of an overview of
an area’s development needs, it will:
• Consider the functions and interrelationship of places;
• Express the settlement strategy for the
area; and
• Identify priorities for urban and rural
regeneration.
Structure plan policies should:
• Identify the overall supply of land to
meet the need for development;
• Reflect and identify priorities for
providing the infrastructure;
• Identify limitations on development;
• Support and encourage a sustainable
pattern of travel; and
• Promote ways of protecting and
improving the built and natural
environment.
The local plan sets out detailed policies
and specific proposals for land
development and use that should guide
day-to-day planning decisions. It must
identify effective opportunities for
development and encourage investment
in an area. The aim is to exert a positive
influence over decisions about land use.
Local plans contain policies relating to:
• Allocation of land for different types
of development (for example, housing,
business and industry, retailing,
transport, leisure and recreation and
mineral extraction);
• Conservation of the built, natural and
cultural heritage;
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• Improvement of the physical
environment;
• Integrated transport issues; and
• Urban and rural regeneration.
Local plan policies must conform to
the structure plan. They must be
fully justified, showing what is and
what is not acceptable for land use.
Structure plans need to be approved by
Scottish Ministers. On 10 December 1999,
Ministers approved the Dumfries and
Galloway structure plan which covers the
period up to 2009.
The finalised local plan for Annandale
and Eskdale was published in April 2003.
Following a consultation period,
proposed changes to the plan were
published.
The development plan for Annandale and
Eskdale currently comprises the Dumfries
and Galloway structure plan 1999.
Although the local plan has not been
adopted and does not form part of the
development plan, it is important in
resolving planning applications in the
area. In terms of the Town and Country
Planning (Scotland) Act 1997, any
development should conform to these
statutory documents.

Emergency planning
Emergencies and disruption can happen
in Annandale and Eskdale. For example,
we have experienced the Lockerbie air
disaster and the more recent foot and
mouth epidemic.
When the scale of event is significant, the
major emergency scheme goes into
action. Partner organisations work
together in a managed and co-ordinated
way, to minimise harm and to enable
things to return to normal as soon as
possible. When events are relatively

‘minor’, they can still be
disruptive and have a
significant impact on
people’s lives. In many
cases, the emergency
services can deal with
events by using their own
resources. Occasionally an
event may involve a number of services,
when arrangements may be needed to
ensure an effective response. An event is
declared to be a ‘local incident’ when an
area manager requires to formally set up
an area emergency response team to
manage it.
The emergency plan sets out definitions
of the terms ‘minor’, ‘local’ and ‘major’.
The Council’s Area Manager and the Area
Management Team receive training in
dealing with local incidents.
Evidence suggests that the social and
economic development of an area,
including the infrastructure, can have an
impact on emergencies and incidents, and
how we recover from them. Good social
and economic development in Annandale
and Eskdale can ‘cushion’ people and
communities and make sure that life gets
back to normal as quickly as possible. We
also need to learn from what has
happened in the past. Community
planning and the Annandale and Eskdale
Rural Partnership enable key partners to
be identified quickly if the need arises.
They provide another vehicle for dealing
with incidents and helping recovery.
Having set the scene for the Community
Plan, the next sections set out a wide
range of information about the area.
They provide some analysis, to give
readers an overview of some of the issues
affecting economic and social
development.
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Section 2
Outline profile of Annandale and Eskdale
Annandale and Eskdale
Covering the area of the former
Annandale and Eskdale District Council,
this is one of the decentralised
administrative areas of Dumfries and
Galloway Council. It is essentially a rural
area, without any city or large town to
provide a central or focal point. The
population is around 37,000. Among its
settlements, Annan has the largest
population, with almost 9,000 residents.
The other main settlements are Lockerbie,
Gretna, Eastriggs, Moffat and Langholm.
The north/south river valleys have
influenced – and continue to influence –
the patterns of settlement in Annandale
and Eskdale. They also act as
communication corridors connecting
England to Scotland. The historic
settlements of Lochmaben and Annan are
recognised for their medieval centres,
where the street layout survives. Other
settlements such as Moffat and Langholm
are recognised as ‘outstanding
conservation areas’.
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The strong sense of community spirit and
identity in Annandale and Eskdale tends
to be focused on the towns or other
specific rural localities, rather than on the
area as a whole. It is difficult to argue
that there is one Annandale and Eskdale
community. This is both a strength and a
weakness. It provides a good basis for
development at local level, but it also
means there is a tendency for
communities to compete rather than cooperate. It means, too, that there are
challenges in developing strategic areawide priorities for economic and social
development.
Three main roads pass through the area:
• the M74, running north/south;
• the A75 Euro route, carrying traffic
west to Stranraer; and
• the A7 tourist route, running from
Carlisle to Edinburgh.
All three roads are significant haulage
routes, carrying freight between
Scotland, Ireland, England and the rest of
Europe. The mainline west coast rail-line

also runs through the area, with a station
at Lockerbie. The Nith Valley railway
carries passengers south and north west
from Carlisle to Dumfries, with stations at
Gretna and Annan. A research project is
currently looking at the feasibility of a
new station opening at Eastriggs.
Annandale and Eskdale has boundaries
with Scottish Borders, South Lanarkshire
and Cumbria. This offers opportunities for
joint cross-boundary projects. However,
bureaucratic barriers can hold back such
developments. One notable project led
jointly by the Annandale and Eskdale
Council of Voluntary Services and
Roxburgh Association of Voluntary
Services aims to link the women of
Eskdale and Liddesdale. This is the WELL
project, which will provide rural
development opportunities for women in
the area.
Annandale and Eskdale is relatively
isolated from the major economic centres
of Scotland, England and the rest of
Europe. It lacks infrastructure in most
parts, such as Broadband. There is a
confirmed pattern of commuting across
the border between Annandale and
Eskdale and the Carlisle area. People also
travel south for shopping, resulting in a
loss to the area’s economy

History and culture
Annandale and Eskdale has a long history,
with evidence of prehistoric life in the
archaeological remains at sites such as
those in Eskdalemuir. Ruined castles and
border keeps provide more recent historic
remains. There are also significant Roman
remains at Burnswark. The area played a
prominent role in Scottish history as a
buffer zone between England and the

rest of Scotland. This role is clearly
described in George MacDonald Fraser’s
story, ‘The Steel Bonnets’.

Annandale and Eskdale is probably most
famous for Border Reivers and runaway
marriages at Gretna, and as the home of
Robert the Bruce. We have a long
heritage of buildings such as the keeps
and towers (for example, Hollows Tower
and Repentance Tower) which have
existed from the time of the Border
Reivers.
Places associated with Bruce’s heritage,
such as the cave at Kirkpatrick Fleming,
are likely to form part of a Bruce Trail. At
present, this is at the development stage.
Traditions such as the Riding of the
Marches are kept up in several towns in
the area. Langholm Common Riding is
probably one of the oldest common
ridings in Scotland, with a large number
of visitors and exiles returning every year.
Annandale and Eskdale was the home or
haunt of writers such as Burns (Annan)
and Thomas Carlyle (Ecclefechan), as well
as the more recent Hugh Macdiarmid
(Langholm). It was also the home of the
famous civil engineer, Thomas Telford,
who is buried in Westminster Abbey in
London.
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Outline profile

A number of groups are using art and
music to promote the area, but we could
make more of our traditions and events,
to promote the area both at home and
abroad. Some local people are currently
exploring the possibility of creating a
group to share their experience of hosting
events and festivals and to look at ways
of jointly marketing the area.
Annan has a seafaring and shipbuilding
heritage, despite the harbour’s decline in
recent times. Haaf net fishing is a living
tradition on the Solway. It is a method of
fishing that is believed to have originated
in this area with the Vikings. Industry and
agriculture are also important in terms of
local heritage.
Annandale and Eskdale remains an active
community in terms of its cultural
traditions and festivals. The area hosts a
number of annual musical and drama
festivals. Its history plays a significant role
in the economy, with the Gretna wedding
industry continuing to attract more
visitors than anywhere else in Dumfries
and Galloway.
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Annandale and Eskdale is home to a
community of Tibetan monks at the
Tibetan Buddhist centre
at Samye Ling in
Eskdalemuir. The large
complex includes a
Buddhist temple. Visit
Scotland estimates that
Samye Ling brings 25,000
to 30,000 visitors to the
area every year for short
courses and retreats.
The Gretna and Eastriggs
communities were
created to manufacture
munitions during the First
World War. The Devil’s
Porridge museum at
Eastriggs uses this
heritage for interpreting
the history of the area
and explaining the
communities’ role during the two World
Wars. Since its opening in 1997, this threestar attraction has seen visitor numbers
go up by 220%.

Political context

Gateway status

There are 47 elected members of
Dumfries and Galloway Council, 12 of
whom represent the people of Annandale
and Eskdale. Three Council Area
Committees cover our area. They are:

Geographically, Annandale and Eskdale
forms an important gateway to Dumfries
and Galloway and to the rest of Scotland.
The area could use this as an opportunity
to signpost visitors to other parts of the
region to make the most of economic
benefits. The gateway or border aspect of
the area’s geography has shaped its
history, economics and social life and will
continue to do so into the future.

• Lower Annandale Area Committee;
• Upper Annandale and Eskdale Area
Committee; and
• Annandale and Eskdale Area
Committee (which deals mainly with
planning issues for the whole area).
With electoral boundary changes due to
take place in 2006, this picture will
change.
Our area is represented at the Scottish
Parliament by the MSPs for Dumfries and
for the South of Scotland and please add
constituency names, as we do for
Westminster MP and at Westminster by
the MP for Dumfriesshire, Clydesdale and
Tweeddale. Annandale and Eskdale has 23
community councils and a federation for
the community councils.

ANNANDLAE AND ESKDALE COMMUNITY PLAN
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Section 3
Geography, population and economy
Environment
Annandale and Eskdale has a high quality
natural environment. It also has a high
level of rainfall, which is drained by the
two main rivers, the Annan and the Esk.
Our area has 14 sites of special scientific
interest (SSSIs). Castle Loch special
protection area, the Moffat Hills, the
Solway Firth European marine site and
the Langholm Newcastleton hills special
protection area are internationally
important for the wildlife they support.

The inner Solway in particular has been
recognised for its wildlife by the number
of nature conservation designations given
to it. Most notably, the area is a European
marine site, as it takes in a special area of
conservation and special protection area
and is ‘constantly or intermittently
covered by the tide’.
The upper Solway flats and marshes are
also designated as a ‘Ramsar site’
(wetland of international importance).
The landscape around Annan has coastal
flats, including coastal plane, estuary
flats, coastal moss and merse (saltmarsh),
and a coastal plateau. The geology of the
area is basically sandstone and limestone.
The Dumfries and Galloway local
biodiversity action plan details important
habitats and species found throughout
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Annandale and Eskdale. It is a key
strategic document for environmental
projects and plans. In terms of
biodiversity (the variety of life),
Annandale and Eskdale has a wide range
of plants, mammals and birds (some of
them rare).
Highlighting this variety of life can bring
economic benefits and give visitors and
local people an increased awareness and
appreciation of our natural resources.
Further west in Dumfries and Galloway,
the red kite trail provides a good example
of this. Through working in partnership,
community groups, landowners, farmers,
accommodation providers and other local
businesses can make the most of these
resources. There are many environmental
projects already underway or well
established, such as the wildlife centre at
Lockerbie, work at Moffat and a
moorland project in Langholm.
The Scottish Environment Protection
Agency (SEPA) is the lead agency
developing a river catchment plan for the
River Annan. A river catchment plan for
the Esk may be developed in coming
years. SEPA monitors the water quality of
both rivers. The Galloway Fisheries Trust is
involved in advising on fisheries
management on both the Annan and Esk
catchment.
There are several projects either at the
development stage or being delivered,
aimed at improving access and
interpretation of the natural environment
and the sites of special scientific interest
(SSSIs). Several of the active community
groups make use of the environment in
trying to attract visitors to the area and
have developed walks and interpretation
areas for walkers. The Dumfries and

Galloway access strategy provides a
framework for developing access for the
area, with guidance from an access
forum. This enables the local community
to have a say in decision-making and in
the delivery of specific projects.
Waste management is changing in
Dumfries and Galloway, with the recent
private public partnership agreement.
Waste will be diverted from landfill sites.
In Annandale and Eskdale, householders
will be encouraged to separate waste and
recycle paper and glass.
The environment plays a key part in
people’s quality of life, whether they
realise it or not.

Coastal protection
Coastal waters are clean and rich in
wildlife, providing an important
recreational resource. Dumfries and
Galloway Council is the coastal protection
authority and has carried out a survey of
the condition of the coastline. The
findings will be used to develop a
programme of repairs for coastline
protection. However, little of this work
will be done in Annandale and Eskdale, as
the Council does not own sites on the
coast in this area. A shoreline
management plan is in preparation.

Flood prevention
Dumfries and Galloway Council is carrying
out a strategic appraisal of flood risk to
prioritise areas at risk of flooding. The
Scottish Environment Protection Agency
(SEPA) is aiming to develop new flood risk
maps in the near future.
The Council has a responsibility for
assessing all watercourses in the area, to
find out if their condition is likely to cause
flooding to non-agricultural land and to
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take measures to substantially reduce this likelihood. Where there is no obvious landowner, or
where there are too many landowners to single out, the Council must clean, repair or otherwise
maintain the watercourse. Where there is an obvious landowner or landowners, a common law
requires them to clean and repair their own watercourse.
SEPA is responsible for flood warning and water pollution. Annandale and Eskdale has some
potential flood areas. Two sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS) have been created to
reduce the potential of flooding of the River Annan.

Population
Annandale and Eskdale has the second highest population of any area in Dumfries and
Galloway. The 2001 Census showed that our population had reduced slightly (0.13%) since 1991.
In comparison, Nithsdale and Stewartry increased their populations, while Wigtownshire had a
significant decrease. Gretna and Lockerbie increased their populations slightly, by 27 extra
people in each settlement, while Langholm’s population declined by 4% overall.
Table 1 - Population change 1991 to 2001
Usual resident
population
Annandale and
Eskdale
Nithsdale
Stewartry
Wigtown
Dumfries and
Galloway
Scotland

Density
(number of
people per
hectare)

1991

2001

% of D&G

% change
1991 – 2001

37,087

37,037

25.06%

-0.13%

0.24

57,012
23,629
30,077

57,373
23,832
29,521

38.83%
16.13%
19.98%

0.64%
0.86%
-1.85%

0.40
0.14
0.17

147,805

147,765

100%

0.03%

0.23

4,998567

5,062,011

1.27%

0.65

Source: Census 2001 General Register Office, Scotland Crown Copyright

Table 2 - Population changes in Dumfries and Galloway 1991 to 2001
Settlement

Pop 1991

Pop 2001

% change

Gretna

2,678

2,705

1.0%

Lockerbie

3,982

4,009

0.7%

Annan

8,631

8,389

-2.8%

Lochmaben

2,024

1,952

-3.6%

Moffat

2,248

2,135

-5.0%

Langholm

2,538

2,311

-8.9%

Source: Census 2001 General Register Office, Scotland Crown Copyright
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The population over 65 years of
age in Annandale and Eskdale is
20% above the Scottish average,
while the population aged 0-15
years is less than 5% below the
Scottish average. This population
structure is significant and will have
knock-on effects on the economy,
services, social life and work over
the coming decades. In particular,
as the older population increases,
there could be shortages of carers
in home care, day care, residential
care and nursing care sectors.
The population is mainly white,
with only 0.6% being members of
minority ethnic groups. The birth rate is
low, at 392 a year. This is 10% below the
Scottish average. Death rates are also low,
at 392 a year (more than 25% below the
Scottish average).
Two migration factors are affecting
population patterns in Dumfries and
Galloway:
• young people are leaving the region in
increasing numbers, due to the
expansion of higher education in the
UK in the last five years; and
• many older people
are coming to live in
the region when they
retire or take early
retirement.
Dumfries and Galloway
has the largest
proportion of retired
people (17.5%) of all 32
Council areas in Scotland
and the fourth highest
proportion of residents
born in England (15.6%).
It has the second highest

average age after the Western Isles. There
is also some inward migration of people
who have come to work in the food
processing industry, mainly from Poland,
although no figures are currently
available.
In Dumfries and Galloway as a whole,
men account for the majority of people in
all age brackets under 25. There are more
women aged over 25 than men (except in
the early 50s group). There are twice as
many women aged over 80 as there are
men, and over 750 women aged over 90,
compared with only 260 men.
There were far fewer children (both girls
and boys) under six years of age in 2001,
compared to 1991. This
results not only from a
reduced birth rate
(reflected throughout the
UK), but also from the
decline in the number of
women of child-bearing
age in the region (a much
more local feature).

Economy
There are several key
challenges for the economy
of Dumfries and
Galloway identified in
the five-year economic development
strategy 2003-2008. The region’s
population is a major influencing
factor. The challenges are set out in
the table below. Within Annandale
and Eskdale, we will need to begin to
look at the population picture in
order to turn the challenges into
opportunities.
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Table 3
Key economic challenges for Dumfries and Galloway
Key challenges

Specific issues

Demographic
change

A reduction in the youth population – 28% fewer 0-14 year olds by 2016.
A reduction in the population of those in prime working age – 38% fewer
30-44 year olds by 2016.
An increase of 22% in the number of people above retirement age in the
region.
Consequent effects on youth training.
Effects on in-company retiral replacement training with a major shift to
retraining the elderly.
People shortages will increasingly impede inward investment activity.

Lack of diversity, The fundamental challenge of building an economy with a lack of people
critical mass and and lack of successful wealth producing companies performing at
capacity
competitive levels.
Few large companies for small companies to learn from.
Insufficient population size to build a modern, fully serviced retail sector.
A low skills base from which to attract higher wage inward investment.
An insufficient number of companies to build effective sectoral and industry
working groups.
Virtually no development in ‘modern’ industry sectors.
A lack of technical and skilled consultancy and support services.
Low levels of
productivity

Increasing average wages and general wealth and spend.
Companies facing increasing skills levels and offering career jobs.
Retaining young people in the region and attracting skilled incomers.

Source: Dumfries and Galloway - Five Year Economic Development Strategy 2003-2008

The table below (Table 4) sets out employment by industry and self-employment by industry for
the region as a whole. Annandale and Eskdale has proportionately more manufacturing and
electricity, gas and water employment and tourism-related employment, when compared to the
region as a whole. The key manufacturing sectors include food, textiles, and forestry. The area
benefits from being near the main M74 corridor.
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Table 4
The number of employed and self employed – Dumfries and Galloway Census 2001
Industry of employment

Numbers of
employees

Numbers of self
employed

Total

Agriculture; hunting, forestry and fishing

2499

3416

5915

Mining and quarrying, electricity, gas and
water supply

1070

38

1108

Manufacturing

7807

744

8551

Construction

3606

1504

5110

Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor
vehicles

8297

1480

9777

Hotels and catering

3295

939

4234

Transport storage and communication

3720

597

4317

Financial intermediation

1011

116

1127

Real estate; renting and business activities

3862

856

4818

Public administration and defence

3929

98

4027

Education

3535

144

3679

Health and social work

8089

580

8669

Other

2332

692

3024

TOTAL

53052

11304

64356

Source: Census 2001 and Annual Business Inquiry 2001
General Register Office for Scotland Crown Copyright 2003, Annual Business Inquiry, NOMIS

Table 5
Employment 1991 and 2001 – Annandale and Eskdale
1991

2001

% change

D&G % change

Total self employed

2,789

2,942

5%

7%

Number of males in
employment

7,674

6,875

-10%

-10%

Number of females in
employment

6,694

6,717

0%

3%

Total full-time employees

11,374

10,215

-10%

-10%

Total part-time employees

2,994

3,377

13%

16%

Source: Census 2001, General Register Office for Scotland, Crown Copyright 2003
Strategic Planning, Planning and Environment, Dumfries and Galloway Council
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Across the region, economic activity is
highest in Annandale and Eskdale (67%).
There are 37.8% of people in full-time
employment, 10.9% self-employed and
12.5% employed part time. Of men
between 16 and 74 years of age in
employment, 92.4% work full time. This
compares with 53.8% of women of the
same age group who work full time. Fulltime employment for women is gradually
increasing. There is a Scottish Executive
‘Working for Families’ project for
Annandale and Eskdale, aimed at
supporting women in low incomes or who
are unemployed or single parents to get
into training and work. If successful, the
figures for women in jobs may change
over time.
Average gross weekly earnings in
Dumfries and Galloway in April 2003 were
estimated to be £383.60, which is
amongst the lowest in Scotland. Only
three council areas have lower weekly
earnings. There is a tendency for men to
work long hours, with many working for
more than 48 hours a week. 7.2% of the
population is unable to work because of
illness or disability, which is over 30%
below the Scottish average. The number
of people who travel to work in
neighbouring regions such as Cumbria is
unknown, but with loss of jobs in
Annandale and Eskdale this may become
more significant.
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Table 6 - Employment in Annandale
and Eskdale 1991 and 2001
%
D&G %
change change

1991

2001

Total self
employed

2,789

2,942

5%

7%

Number of
males in
employment

7,674

6,875

-10%

-10%

Numbers of
females in
employment

6,694

6,717

0%

3%

Total full
time
employees

11,374 10,215

-10%

-10%

Total part
time
employees

2,994

13%

165

3,377

Source: Census 2001, General Register Office
for Scotland, Crown Copyright 2003

Strategic Planning, Planning and
Environment, Dumfries and
Galloway Council
Employment for men and full-time
employment generally are declining, with
female employment remaining constant
since 1991. The trend in employment in
Dumfries and Galloway as a whole is away
from male and full-time employment and
towards female and self-employment.
Self-employed people in Dumfries and
Galloway account for 10.5% of the
working age population, many more than
in Scotland as a whole (6.6%). Income in
Annandale and Eskdale is £22,409, which
is over 10% below the Scottish average
and 20% below the United Kingdom
average.

Annandale and Eskdale has 35% of
Dumfries and Galloway’s manufacturing
base. 23.9% of households are without a
car, which is 30% below the Scottish
average. This has an impact on people’s
ability to work.

exceptionally severe price competition.
Annandale and Eskdale has a number of
large companies that are essential to the
local economy. They must be supported to
remain in the area, with ever-increasing
competition coming from overseas.

Industry

During the eighties, the number of new
VAT registrations (one of the indicators of
new business start-ups) exceeded the
number of de-registrations almost every
year. The net number of new registrations
peaked in 1990 at over 100, before
dropping sharply in 1991. Since then, as in
the rest of the UK, the business birth rate
has been declining. However, in recent
years it has more or less stabilised. Many
firms are short-lived, so the pattern of deregistrations tends to follow two or three
years after registrations.

Annandale and Eskdale has more
manufacturing than anywhere else in
Dumfries and Galloway. The overall peak
in manufacturing was in 1996 and since
then the sector in Dumfries and Galloway
has reduced by one third. Annandale and
Eskdale continues to see closures in some
of its traditional industries. A tannery in
Langholm closed in 2004, with the loss of
about sixty full-time jobs. Industries have
to compete with low costs in South East
Asia. Some local industries such as food
processing are attracting labour from
Eastern Europe to take up shortfalls in the
workforce.
The timber processing industry continues
to grow, with the expansion of work at
Steven’s Croft outside Lockerbie, although
wood exports have fallen because of

Chapelcross de-commissioning
The British Nuclear Group (BNG) stopped
power production at its Chapelcross site
near Annan at the end of June 2004. The
de-commissioning process will involve defuelling and post-operative clean out.
This is estimated to be completed by 2012,
although a small workforce will need to
be kept on at the site for security
purposes for many years to come. This is
one of the most significant economic
problems ever faced by Dumfries and
Galloway and, in particular, the M74/A75
corridor area covering Gretna-LockerbieAnnan. Chapelcross is one of the area’s
largest employers, with more than 400
BNFL employees and some 100 workers
on contract from other firms. It is
estimated to account for up to £20 million
of the area’s income.
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In 2002, the corridor regeneration
strategy (CoReS) steering group was
formed, made up of local representatives
and agencies, including:
• Scottish Enterprise Dumfries and
Galloway;
• Dumfries and Galloway Council;
• Jobcentre Plus;
• BNFL's workforce; and
• cross-party political representation.
This group has consulted widely and
developed an economic regeneration
strategy that aims to tackle the impact of
closure. A report by the group concluded
that action was needed to tackle the
closure and its impact on employment,
income and social networks, if we are to
prevent people from leaving the area.
Based on its consultation and research,
the CoReS steering group agreed four key
aims for the Gretna-Lockerbie-Annan area
economic regeneration. These aims are:
• wealth;
• diversity;
• inspiration; and
• inclusion.
Various market-led opportunities have
been identified for further consideration
or development, including:
• diversifying the existing Chapelcross
base;
• exploring new sector opportunities;
• further developing Gretna and Gretna
Green as key tourism destinations;
• campaigning for better transport links
and connections for the area;
• making the most of the value of
existing business and resources; and
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• building a positive and recognisable
image for the Gretna-Lockerbie-Annan
corridor and the wider Dumfries and
Galloway area.
After extensive research and advice from
their professional advisors, the CoReS
strategy group has set up a dedicated,
commercial company, Katalyst, to attract
investment and deliver projects within
the area. Initial response from the private
sector has been extremely enthusiastic.
The steering group's key priority at this
stage is to develop a full business case
model before seeking and securing
investment for the first phase of projects,
which they have already identified.
The group believes that there is a major
opportunity to unlock the potential of
the Gretna-Lockerbie-Annan area and
tackle the challenges faced by the wider
economies of Dumfries and Galloway and
Scotland. This can be done by
undertaking economic regeneration in a
positive and sustainable manner, using
the opportunities created by demand.

Forestry
Annandale and Eskdale has significant
forested areas, particularly around
Eskdalemuir. A timber processing plant at
Steven’s Croft, Lockerbie, adds value to
the raw material within Annandale and
Eskdale, providing extra jobs for the area.
The site continues to be developed.
Planning consent has been granted for a
company to build a wood-burning power
plant on this site which could use waste
products and create employment locally.
Extraction of timber is expected to
double in the next few years. The
Dumfries and Galloway Timber Transport
Group is a partnership of private and

public sector organisations. The group has
agreed routes which trucks can use for
transporting timber from the forests to
markets. With the group’s chairperson
also chairing the Timber Transport Forum,
it can contribute to that national forum.
Lobbying of the Scottish Executive by the
forum has resulted in the setting up of
the strategic timber transport fund.
Funding can be used to identify
integrated solutions to problems of
transporting timber (for example, by
building internal forest roads). The key
roads affected by timber transport are
from Eskdalemuir to Langholm and
Lockerbie, and from Newcastleton in the
Scottish Borders to Canonbie.
Forestry also offers recreational
opportunities for the area. However, one
of the barriers to developing projects like
cycling tracks or trails in the Eskdalemuir
area is the mixed ownership of the forests.

Agriculture
Just over 8% of Scotland’s farming land is
in Dumfries and Galloway, with the
average farm in our region being 7%
larger than the Scottish average. The
owner farms 62% of farming land in
Dumfries and Galloway, although figures
are not available for Annandale and
Eskdale, where there appear to be higher
numbers of tenanted farms.
Official statistics on agricultural
employment are hard to untangle.
However, the evidence suggests that over
the period from 1983 to 2003:
• the number of regular workers went
down by 40%;
• the number of spouses working rose
by 50%; and
• the number of casual and seasonal
workers went down by 25%.
The reform of the European Union’s
Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) is likely
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to have a major impact on both the
economy of Annandale and Eskdale and
also the landscape. The AGATE project is
involving people in a series of discussions
to identify ways of making rural
communities in Annandale and Eskdale
productive and sustainable. This is a crossregional European project, where we are
working with colleagues in France,
Portugal, Spain and Ireland to share
information about issues of concern in
our rural communities on the edges of
the Atlantic.

Fishing and fish processing
19% of people in the Annan ‘travel to
work’ area are employed in the fisheries
sector, mainly with one large fish
processing business. In the same sector,
this percentage of employment is as high
as it is in Fraserburgh, with the Uists and
Barra, Berwickshire and Peterhead having
between 12% and 14% (figures from the
Scottish Executive, 2005).
Shellfisheries on the Solway are rich and,
although they are closed at the moment,
they will reopen in the future. Annan is a
designated landing port for cockles.
People in Annan are still engaged in haaf
net, poke net and stake net fishing on the
Solway, although at present the harbour
itself at Annan is silted up. A working
group is looking at the possibility of
regenerating both the harbour and the
area around it.
In 2004, the Scottish Executive published
a study on the ‘Economic impact of game
and coarse angling in Scotland’. Produced
by Glasgow Caledonian University and
Cogentsi Research International, this
study found that anglers spend around
£113 million in Scotland every year. In
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Dumfries and Galloway, anglers spend
almost £7 million a year. Of this, nearly £3
million is spent on angling for salmon and
sea trout, whilst brown trout fishing
attracts a revenue of £1.1 million.
Rainbow trout fishing is also an important
source of revenue to the region, with
anglers spending £1.2 million every year.
The survey concluded that 117,703 angler
days a year were spent fishing in Dumfries
and Galloway. It also indicated the impact
that a loss of angling would have on
regional employment. If salmon and sea
trout angling stopped entirely in Dumfries
and Galloway, employment equal to 88
full-time jobs would be lost. If either
brown trout or coarse angling stopped,
employment equal to 38 full-time jobs
would be lost in each sector.

The workforce
There are serious problems in attracting
and keeping employees in some sectors of
the economy. Given the population picture
across Dumfries and Galloway, and for
Annandale and Eskdale in particular, it is
important to attract new residents and to
keep everyone already here, if our area is
to sustain a thriving local economy and a
meaningful business base. The area is
seeing an influx of workers from Europe
who are coming to fill previously hard-tofill vacancies, especially in the area of
manual food production. These jobs must
be filled for companies to operate at full
capacity and productivity, and so to stay in
the region. Failure to recruit employees
could result in a company deciding to
move elsewhere.
The qualifications of Dumfries and
Galloway’s people are significantly lower
than in Scotland as a whole, and the
qualifications of the population of

Annandale and Eskdale and Wigtown are
particularly low. In these two areas, there
are only two thirds of the local
population qualified to level 4, and
almost one third are without any formal
educational qualifications.
Table 7 - Qualifications of people in
Dumfries and Galloway
Qualifications

All
No qualifications
people or qualifications
aged 16outwith these
74
groups

Highest
qualific.
attained
Group1

Highest
qualific.
attained
Group 2

Highest
qualific.
attained
Group 3

Highest
qualific.
attained
Group 4

Annandale and
Eskdale

27,006

11,144

7,168

3,580

1,276

3,838

Nithsdale

41,740

15,840

10,598

5,617

2,382

7,303

Stewartry

17,299

6,331

4,263

2,328

950

3,427

Wigtown

21,346

9,303

5,362

2,697

935

3,049

Annandale and
Eskdale

100%

41.3%

26.5%

13.3%

4.7%

14.2%

Nithsdale

100%

37.9%

25.4%

13.5%

4.7%

17.5%

Stewartry

100%

36.6%

24.6%

13.5%

5.5%

18.8%

Wigtown

100%

43.6%

25.1%

12.6%

4.4%

14.3%

Dumfries and
Galloway

100%

39.7%

25.5%

13.2%

5.2%

16.4%

Scotland

100%

33.2%

24.7%

15.7%

7.0%

19.5%

Source: Census 2001 General Register Office,
Scotland Crown Copyright

There are a number of possible
explanations for the low skills in
Annandale and Eskdale. For example:
• people leave the area to study and
many never return;
• some industries do not require high
qualifications in their workforce; and
• many people in small family businesses
or farms have not gone on to get
qualifications.

However, this may mean that the
transferable skills of employees are
limited and so reduce their chances of
getting a job in a competitive market.
That could happen in a crisis when
industries restructure or companies close.
It also has an impact on the economy,
resulting in low incomes, limited spending
power and limited choices.
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State benefits
Annandale and Eskdale is the second
lowest area in Dumfries and Galloway in
terms of reliance on state benefits, with
Stewartry being the lowest. Only 2.2% of
people are claiming unemployment
benefit, with only 12.1% of children in
workless households. These figures are
significantly below the Scottish averages.
We have no evidence to indicate how
many people might be eligible for
benefits, but do not claim. The number of
people claiming disability living allowance
and attendance allowance is 20% below
the Scottish average.
These figures suggest reluctance in
Annandale and Eskdale to claim benefits
or a lack of awareness of entitlement.
The number of people claiming
unemployment benefit fell from 850 in
1992 to under 250 in 2003. There is a
seasonal pattern to this, reflecting the
influence of manufacturing sectors
(notably fish processing) who employ
extra staff for peak periods of
production, and tourism activity. In terms
of jobs, most towns are within commuting
distance of work in Carlisle.
The overall picture from available data is
that Annandale and Eskdale is an area of
low skills, high employment and low
benefit uptake.

Townscapes and town plans
In 2001 there was evidence that the
appearance of towns was deteriorating
badly. This was due to a downturn in the
retail trade, with many shops up for sale
and buildings becoming dilapidated. This
situation has improved to some extent
since Langholm, Moffat and Gretna
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achieved funding for facelift
schemes from a regeneration
fund following the foot and
mouth epidemic. Annan has now
received Heritage Lottery
funding to begin a townscape
heritage scheme. The Moffat
Initiative has developed a
‘streetscape initiative’, that will
see improvements to buildings
and street ‘furniture’ on the
High Street.
Empty buildings are still
prominent in some of the high
streets of local towns. Local
shops compete with large supermarkets
and large retailers on the outskirts of
Carlisle and Dumfries, which are easily
accessible by car. A new ownership option
is being explored for Bridge House in
Annan, which might offer a new
opportunity for external funding for
renovation and restoration of this historic
Georgian building. A feasibility study of
the Annan Harbour Area has been
completed and an action plan for the
area will be drawn up to promote
regeneration of this part of Annan.
With no current development plans in
place for the key towns in Annandale and
Eskdale, developments are happening bit
by bit. These would benefit from being
more ‘joined up’. Community councils and
community initiatives could be supported
to develop prioritised town development
plans. These would ensure a more
strategic approach.
The South of Scotland Alliance is lobbying
the Scottish Executive for funding to
develop market towns in a similar way to
the English system. Developing plans in
anticipation of funding being made

available nationally would enable the
towns to be ready for such an
announcement. It would also help them
make best use of both existing funding
and to make sure that town development
is carried out in a consistent manner and in
line with community planning principles.

Regeneration
There are several regeneration projects in
Annandale and Eskdale, including the
private public partnerships to develop
new schools in Lockerbie. A feasibility
study to consider what to do about the
Annan Harbour area is now complete and
a group will develop an action plan and
take forward the main activities needed
to stimulate regeneration of the area.
There are potential developments on
‘brownfield’ sites (on land previously built
on) in Langholm at the old Ford Mill site
and at Townfoot on the site of former
council houses.
Following the foot and mouth outbreak,
Dumfries and Galloway Arts Association
supported small communities in
Annandale and Eskdale to hold events to
help social recovery. This project was very
successful and another began in 2004. It is
difficult to estimate the impact that arts
events have on the local economy and
social life of the area. There is an annual
arts and music festival in Langholm and
active drama, music and arts groups
across Annandale and Eskdale. The Annan
Initiative has promoted painting by
holding an Annandale and Eskdale
‘painting challenge’.

The role of community initiatives
in economic development
There are several community initiatives
promoting economic development in
some of the towns in Annandale and
Eskdale. Lockerbie, Lochmaben,
Langholm, Annan, Moffat and Beattock
all have initiative groups (see table below
for a summary of the work each group is
doing). However, these vary considerably
in capacity and ability to develop their
areas. It is hard to say how much work
these groups do and how much external
funding they can attract into their areas.
A study to measure this would provide
evidence of the role and impact they can
have in economic development.
Council support for these groups has
changed in recent years. Support is given
in terms of funding and through support
for community development and
economic development staff. The
initiatives also pull in other partners to
work with and use funding from a wide
range of local, national and European
sources.
A community initiatives group meets
quarterly to share practice and promote
partnership work. This helps to promote
communication between the towns. The
community initiatives are membership
organisations, unlike the community
councils, which are elected bodies
(although most members are elected
unopposed). Communication between
these two bodies in each town varies,
with overlapping membership in some
but not in others.
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Table 8
Community initiatives in Annandale
and Eskdale
Name of
initiative

Areas of work

Annan

Marketing, development
of walks, high street
townscape, events

Lochmaben

Environment and Walks

Lockerbie

Broadband campaign

Langholm

Marketing, development
of walks, high street
townscape, events,
historical resources,
business advice,
environmental projects

Beattock

Development of Heritage
Park

Moffat

Marketing, promoting
Moffat as a centre of
‘well-being’ walks, high
street townscape, events,
Paths to Health project,
investigation of new ideas
for long term sustainable
economic development.

DECIDE –
Dornock,
Eastriggs
and Creca
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Improved community
facilities, environmental
projects, promotion of the
area.

Renewable energy
In 2001, the Scottish Executive set a target
of 30% for production of energy from
renewable sources by 2020 and an
‘aspirational’ figure of 40% for Scotland
to aim for by the same date.
Scotland’s geography and climate lend
themselves to the development of
renewable energy projects. This puts our
country in a prime position to make the
most of the opportunities in terms of the
economic benefits coming from these
developments.
So far in Dumfries and Galloway, most
projects relate to wind farms. The Council
is developing a formal protocol to ensure
a consistent and managed approach to
getting community benefits from
developers. The Council is also working
with Scottish Enterprise Dumfries and
Galloway to make the most of the wider
economic benefits. A percentage of the
community benefits from wind farms is
likely to be allocated for energy efficiency
projects in the region.
As research is developing into other
sources of renewable energy (for
example, hydro, biomass, wave and solar),
the Council hopes to develop an energy
policy to ensure a planned approach to
future developments. This policy would
help the region achieve a balanced mix of
renewable energy sources, without
relying too much on one particular
source. So far, there is no national
integrated energy policy. However, there
are growing recommendations for this to
be developed, which would be a positive
move towards a measured approach to
future developments.

Tourism
Tourism-related employment accounted
for over 11% of the workforce in Dumfries
and Galloway during 2001-2003. 84% of
UK visitors to Dumfries and Galloway use
their car as the main method of transport.
The kind of activities that people enjoy
when they are here is set out in the table
below.
Table 9 - Activities of visitors in
Dumfries and Galloway and Scotland
Dumfries
and
Galloway
%

Scotland
%

Visiting castles,
monuments,
churches etc

48

39

Visiting museums,
galleries etc

33

29

Watching
performing arts/
cinema

7

16

Field/nature study

20

17

Walking (more
than two miles)**

44

33

Swimming

26

21

Golf

11

8

Watching any
sport/sporting
event

5

7

Fishing

8

6

Any activity
undertaken

94

91

Sport:

** Based on 1996 data
Source: Visit Scotland www.scotexchange.net

Scotland is seen as an expensive holiday
destination both within the UK and
overseas, deterring visitors from taking
their main holidays here. In Scotland as a
whole, the tourism industry has been in
gradual decline since 1997, with both long
and short holidays showing a downward
trend. However, before the foot and
mouth epidemic in 2001, Dumfries and
Galloway was recording consistent
growth in visitor trips until 1999,
although the amount of money spent
fluctuated. Foot and mouth caused a
sudden drop of around 25% in terms of
trips and spending in Dumfries and
Galloway in 2001. Since then, there are
clear signs of strong recovery in the
region’s tourism business, helped by
strong marketing and extra resources
from Dumfries and Galloway Council and
the Scottish Executive.
The population picture is likely to lead to
a shortage of labour and to make the
growing skills shortage worse in this
sector. Other weaknesses in the tourism
sector are skills and knowledge. The
tourism strategy for the region sees
partnership working as the key to success.
Working together, people can identify
and capitalise on opportunities.
The Scottish Executive’s ‘Tourism
Framework for Action’ is the key policy,
along with ‘A Smart Successful Scotland’.
The four aims of the Dumfries and
Galloway tourism strategy are:
• to implement focussed, cost-effective
strategies for integrated product
development and marketing;
• to build sustainable and competitive
tourism businesses, with enhanced
management professionalism;
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• to influence the development of
infrastructure to enable the region to
meet visitor needs and compete
effectively; and
• to develop systems for performance
monitoring and evaluation and
knowledge management – for use by
all the partners and the industry.
Visitors to the World Famous Old
Blacksmith’s Shop in Gretna Green in
Annandale and Eskdale exceed those to all
other visitor attractions in Dumfries and
Galloway (see table below). The number of
marriages at Gretna grew by almost 20%
each year from 1975 until recent years.
There was a particular step up in 1992,
when the civil marriage facilities were
improved. The number of weddings in
1993 was 3355, of which 3334 were civil
marriages (in registration office) and 21
were religious. In 2003, 4973 weddings
were registered at Gretna, of which 1453
took place in the registration office, 1404
were civil marriages conducted by a
registrar at an approved venue (that is, a
place licensed by the Council for registrars
to conduct weddings) and 2116 were
religious. The change of law in June 2002
allowing registrars to conduct civil
marriages at approved venues has given
couples more choice in where to hold
their wedding.
Many couples return to Gretna on their
wedding anniversary, which usually
means they bring their family with them.
This captive audience provides an
opportunity to develop Gretna as a key
gateway to Annandale and Eskdale and
Dumfries and Galloway as a whole. The
recently-expanded Gateway Shopping
Centre has realised the potential of this
market and the proximity of Gretna to
the M74 and M75.
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Table 10 - Visitor attractions - top ten
in Dumfries and Galloway
Name and location of
attraction

2003
visits

World Famous Old Blacksmith
Shop Centre at Gretna Green

715,556

Mabie Farm Park, Dumfries

70,541

Threave Garden

66,000

Cream o’ Galloway, Castle
Douglas

66,000*

Clatteringshaws visitor centre
nr New Galloway

52,951

Robert Burns Centre, Dumfries

51,473

Gracefield Arts Centre,
Dumfries

39,340

Glentrool visitor centre

39,035

Creetown Gem Rock Museum,
Newtown Stewart

38,643

Caerlaverock Castle

35,004

*Estimate
Source: Visit Scotland www.scotexchange.net

The voluntary sector and the social
economy
Annandale and Eskdale has over 500
voluntary sector groups, covering a wide
range of organisations. Some of these
deliver or support important public services,
while others provide sport and leisure
activities. Voluntary organisations vary in
terms of size, their geographical focus and
the issues they work on. There are some
strategic groups, such as Annandale and
Eskdale Federation of Village and
Community Halls and Annandale and
Eskdale Federation of Community Councils.
Others are very local and are confined to a
small geographic area.

Most organisations in the area rely on
volunteer committee members to take
forward the work of their group, with a
few employing one or more staff. Some
organisations employ a single member of
staff and deliver a very specific service to
a local community (for example, the local
youth worker for Upper Annandale Youth
Support Group). Other organisations are
larger and deliver a range of services to a
specific group of people (for example, the
day centres in Langholm, Ecclefechan and
Gretna). Many people come into contact
with local projects that are part of large
Scottish or UK-wide charities, such as Age
Concern or Capability Scotland.
Local voluntary groups receive funding
from a variety of sources:
• the Scottish Executive, local authority,
health board, Europe;
• payment for delivering a contracted
service on behalf of a statutory
organisation;
• grants from lottery funders and
charitable trusts;
• direct giving and fundraising; and
• other forms of selling services and
products.
The need to keep to tight budgets is
often a challenge for committee
members. The ability to co-ordinate
funding from several sources is a key
factor in successful voluntary sector
management. Local voluntary
organisations are based in the heart of
the communities that they serve. They are
often innovative in delivering services in
locations that are widely used by
communities (for example, the tailored
transport services delivered by Annandale
Transport Initiative).

Based in Lochmaben, Annandale and
Eskdale Council for Voluntary Services
provides a co-ordinating and support role
for the voluntary sector in the area. It also
represents the views of the local
voluntary sector at strategic level on a
range of groups, such as the Community
Planning Inclusive Communities Forum.
The CVS can provide training, support to
organisations to develop bids for funding,
and business planning.
The term ‘social economy’ is a relatively
new one. Communities Scotland defines it
as ‘organisations which are voluntary
managed, independent non profitdistribution and set up for public benefit’.
It defines a social enterprise as ‘elements
within the social economy that have the
potential to achieve self sufficiency in the
market place.’ There are a number of such
organisations in Annandale and Eskdale,
providing a range of services from sports
and leisure, childcare, day care for the
elderly and youth work services, to
transport and support to volunteers.
Communities Scotland is working with the
Council and other partners to develop a
local social economy partnership. This
seeks to build on the ‘Equal’ project and
the BASE project (business advice to the
social economy).
Some organisations are promoting
economic and social development and
stimulating local volunteering activities to
encourage visitors and events locally.
Some of them have formed partnerships
to deliver projects locally and several have
had considerable success in bringing
external funding into the area. We do not
know how much the social economy
contributes to the overall economy of
Annandale and Eskdale. That information
could help us get more funding to
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support the development of this part of
the economy. Many groups have to
fundraise continually in order to pay for
staff and premises. These include
organisations which provide ‘wrap
around’ childcare (on either side of the
school day).
The Annandale and Eskdale Federation of
Village Halls aims to work with partners
to:
• help reduce rural isolation;
• improve services and activities in local
communities; and
• encourage members of the community
to take part in decision-making.
To achieve these aims, the Federation
provides the opportunities for partners
and communities to make more use of
their village halls as low cost, convenient
and accessible locations for these
activities. The partners include:
• Dumfries and Galloway Council;
• Annandale and Eskdale Local Health
Care Co-operative;
• Annandale and Eskdale Safe and
Healthy Action Partnership
• Annandale and Eskdale Sport and
Leisure Trust; and
• Annandale and Eskdale Council for
Voluntary Services.
Volunteer Action Dumfries and Galloway
can provide training and support to
volunteers to help identify their skills and
strengths and develop their self-esteem
and confidence. Volunteer Action can also
provide training and support to
organisations to involve a greater range
of volunteers.
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External funding
External funding is increasingly important
for social and economic development
across Scotland as a whole. For example,
funding from national lottery sources has
recently been used to create new facilities
in Annandale and Eskdale. Private finance
is also about to be used to build new
schools at Lockerbie and in other parts of
the region. In order to develop our area,
we must have the skills and ability to bid
for and to manage external funding to
achieve social and economic benefits.
The Annandale and Eskdale Rural
Partnership has held funding ‘roadshows’
and helped develop partners and
community groups so that they can use
external funding. This work is likely to
continue and there will be increasing
reliance on external funding to develop
and deliver a wide range of services and
initiatives. Some organisations are well
ahead in their ability to do this, whilst
others are at a much earlier stage.
Competition between groups for funding
is an issue, but there may be a way to
increase partnership working so that
everyone is a winner.
External funding from the Scottish
Executive, Europe and other sources can
lead social and economic development in
particular directions that may not fit with
local strategic needs. Sometimes funders’
aims do not match local needs and
priorities and there is a potential conflict.
Dumfries and Galloway Council has
agreed in its external funding strategy to
make the most of the future levels of
external funding drawn into the region
either directly by the Council itself, or
indirectly through community planning
partnerships, to secure common aims. In

doing so, the Council considers that
external funding should seek to achieve
strategic and operational objectives. We
should not try to attract more funds
which do not have a clear community
purpose or benefit.

Transport
As part of its balanced transport strategy,
Dumfries and Galloway Council actively
pursues good, reasonably-priced public
transport services. Since bus operators
provide few services commercially, the
Council contracts the extra services
through the local operators. The Council
consults every year with bus users.
Significant numbers of children are
provided with transport to both primary
and secondary schools, in line with the
Council’s school transport policy. The
Council manages a concessionary travel
scheme for people who are eligible. A
national proposal to join up the
concession system might lead to
concessionary fares across boundaries in
Scotland. Community transport schemes,
such as those provided by the Annandale
Transport Initiative and community
minibuses, provide bus services and bus
hire at reasonable rates. To get more
people to use the schemes, the Accessible
Transport Forum may carry out an audit
of community transport and identify any
under-use.

carried out research in 2004-2005 on
transport in Ecclefechan, Dalton and
Carrutherstown, and the findings are
being used to improve the transport for
these communities in a number of ways.
This method of research could be
repeated elsewhere in the area.
There are railway stations at Annan and
Lockerbie, although realistically Carlisle
remains the main railhead for the area.
Dialogue continues with the private rail
companies to increase the number of
trains stopping at Lockerbie. The
development of stations at Eastriggs and
Beattock is being explored, but it is
unlikely there will be any announcement
on this in the near future.
With car ownership at 30% below the
Scottish average, 23.9% of households are
without a car. So public transport is
important for people to get to work and
services inside and outside Annandale
and Eskdale. Over 50% of people drive to
work in a car or van.

The Council recently received an award in
recognition of its innovative solutions to
rural transport and for operating a
customer-focused service. Examples of
this include the reintroduction of a town
bus service in Langholm. The Dumfries
and Galloway Accessible Transport Forum
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Sewerage systems

Roads, rail and air networks
Maintenance of all roads in Annandale
and Eskdale (except for the A7, M74 and
M75 trunk roads) is the responsibility of
Dumfries and Galloway Council. Trunk
road maintenance is contracted out by
the Scottish Executive to private
companies. Rail networks in Annandale
and Eskdale are restricted to some extent
and do not enable people living in the
area to commute north to Edinburgh or
Glasgow on a daily basis. Airports are not
particularly accessible, with the nearest
airports being Newcastle, Edinburgh,
Glasgow or Manchester. There are some
plans to develop the airport at Carlisle.

Information technology (IT)
Broadband is not yet available in most
parts of the area, but telephone
exchanges are being upgraded gradually
and Moffat has a community wireless
system. Broadband is likely to make
significant improvements for businesses
who can market their products through
the internet.

Many sewerage systems in Annandale and
Eskdale are at over-capacity, placing a
restriction on development (see table
below). Twelve towns and villages have
no spare capacity in their treatment
works. Without investment, there can be
no new housing developments and
businesses cannot set up in the area, as
the water and sewerage systems are
unable to cope with any extra demand.
Table 11 - Sewage treatment works in
Annandale and Eskdale
Settlements with
no spare
capacity in their
treatment works

Settlements
with limited
spare capacity
in their
treatment
works

Settlements
with spare
capacity in
their
treatment
works

Beattock

Lockerbie

Moffat

Canonbie

Langholm

Annan

Kirkpatrick
Fleming

Eaglesfield

Gretna

Dalton

Carrutherstown

Lochmaben

Chapelknowe

Kirtlebridge

Cummertrees

Waterbeck

Eskdalemuir

Newbie

Johnstonebridge

Rowanburn

Brydekirk

Powfoot

Evertown

Templand

Hightae

Ecclefechan

Middlebie

Eastriggs/
Dornock

Boreland
Source: Area Committee Report September
2004

Dumfries and Galloway Council is coordinating the lobbying of the Scottish
Executive for extra funding to deal with
development constraints in rural areas.
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Introduction
The term ‘social development’ covers
areas such as education, health, housing,
childcare, poverty, care of older people,
diversity issues and social justice. This
section of the Area Community Plan sets
the scene in relation to social
development in Annandale and Eskdale.

• people with low skills;
• people living in more remote rural
areas;
• older workers;
• people excluded because of their
family situation, such as lone parents;
• people from diverse backgrounds and
minority ethnic groups; and

Social inclusion

• people who misuse drugs or alcohol.

The causes of social exclusion are complex
and result from the impact of economic
and social pressures on individuals,
households and communities. This can
show itself in unemployment, poor
housing, low income, poor health,
disability, family breakdown and high
levels of crime. The rural nature of the
area is likely to be a factor in social
exclusion in Annandale and Eskdale,
particularly for the 23.3% of households
without a car (see table below). The
priority groups for tackling social
exclusion are:

Over the next three years, the Annandale
and Eskdale Working for Families project
will start to tackle social inclusion, using
Scottish Executive funding targeted at:

• people in long-term unemployment
and those at risk of unemployment;
• young unemployed people;
• people on low wages;
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• women who are on low pay;
• single parents; and
• unemployed people.
The Better Neighbourhood Services funds
for young people and older people have
tackled some issues of social inclusion.
There has also been work at regional level
on making the most of income and on
diversity. We need to identify specific
social inclusion priorities for Annandale
and Eskdale.

Multiple deprivation

Table 12
Social inclusion indicators
Indicator

Number Measure %
of
of the
people population

Adults unable to
work due to illness/
disability

1,590

7.2%

Disability living
allowance claimants

781

3.5%

Unemployed
claimants

477

2.2%

2,000

9.1%

Children in workless
households

924

12.1%

Households without
a car

3,790

23.9%

Overcrowding

892

5.6%

Drugs related
deaths (5 year total)

<5

N/a

7,107

19.2%

Attendance
allowance, elderly
claimants

876

12.3%

Lone parent
households

774

12.7%

2,624

16.5%

Income support
claimants

Population aged
65+

Lone pensioner
households

In June 2004, the Scottish Executive
produced the Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation (SIMD). It uses statistical
information to indicate deprivation in
households. In order of importance for
the index, the information is concerned
with:
• current income;
• employment;
• health;
• education, skills and training;

Adults with no
qualifications

• geographic access and
telecommunications; and
• housing.
The SIMD measures deprivation at small
area level, called ‘data zones’ –groups of
Census areas with populations of
between 500 and 1000 people. There are
6,505 data zones in Scotland. The aim of
using this smaller area approach is to
identify pockets of deprivation that may
have been missed in previous analysis by
using postcode sectors or council wards.
Only one data zone in Annandale and
Eskdale has a high score using the SIMD
(see table 13).

41.2%

11,139

(this figure
is over 20%
above the
Scottish
average)

Social grade A,B

3,760

12.6%

Social grade E

6,326

21.2%

Source: Annandale and Eskdale: A Community
and Well-Being Profile NHS Health Scotland
2004
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Table 13 - Scottish Index of Multiple
Deprivation (SIMD) scores for
Annandale and Eskdale with
comparative figures from Nithsdale
Ward

SIMD
score

Rank
within
Scotland

Lincluden

46.13

113

Kirkconnel

44.57

127

Annan East

26.25

366

Dryfe and
Lockerbie East

20.40

509

Annan Central

17.86

579

Hoddom and
Kinmount

17.49

593

Lockerbie and
Upper Annandale

14.72

698

Solway Border

13.43

750

Canonbie and
Kirtle

12.54

787

Langholm and
Upper Eskdale

12.36

798

Annan West

11.87

821

Chapelcross

11.37

841

Lochmaben

10.79

862

Moffat

9.34

920

Notes:
High scores indicate high deprivation level
Ranks are given as a position out of 1222
wards in Scotland as a whole

Deprived areas are a symptom of wider
inequalities in society and the causes of
these inequalities largely lie outside the
actual area identified. This suggests that
multiple deprivation cannot be tackled by
local action in this part of Annan alone.
The index allows us to identify an area
where deprivation is highly concentrated
and where community planning action
can make a difference and have a lasting
impact.
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Regeneration in a rural context is not just
about the indicators used to create the
SIMD. The broader issues of economic
fragility, population loss, population
imbalance, and access to services are also
relevant, but cannot be identified by this
index.
There are some limits to the SIMD’s ability
to identify deprivation in rural areas such
as Annandale and Eskdale. These are:
• the settlement pattern;
• the nature of household mix in rural
areas; and
• the way in which rural disadvantage
shows itself.
To tackle this concern, the Scottish
Executive has identified 20 rural priority
service areas (RPSAs) across Scotland,
using the SIMD and other indicators. Two
of the 20 areas are in Annandale and
Eskdale, covering Eskdalemuir, Boreland,
Wamphray and Corrie. The Executive has
commissioned research in these areas to
help dialogue with community planning
partnerships. The research will also be
used to refine the SIMD to improve its
application to rural areas. At present, the
Executive is still deciding how to tackle
deprivation in these areas.
Indicators of deprivation such as
homelessness and use of advisory services
give some insight into some of the social
inclusion issues in Annandale and Eskdale.
Financial benefits and debt are the main
reasons for seeking advice services,
indicating concerns related to poverty.
This service depends on self-referral and
we do not know the levels of unmet
need. In 2005, the Citizens Advice Service
started a financial education project to
help people make better choices about

borrowing money. Housing issues are also
high on the list and the homelessness rate
is close to the Scottish average.
Table 14 - Numbers of those
presenting as homeless in relation to
total number of resident households
Area

Homelessness rate

Annandale and
Eskdale

1.94%

Nithsdale

2.32%

Stewartry

1.56%

Wigtownshire

2.57%

Dumfries and
Galloway

2.15%

Scotland

2.12%

Source: NHS Dumfries and Galloway
Homelessness Strategy 2003-2006

Table 15 - Numbers and types of
enquiry received by Citizens Advice
Service in Dumfries and Galloway
April – December 2003
Enquiry type

Number

%

Benefits

9469

40.8

Consumer

1,121

4.83

Debt

5,281

22.76

Employment

2.223

9.58

Housing

2,544

10.96

Legal

705

3.04

Tax

267

1.15

Relationship

542

2.34

Utilities

197

0.85

Miscellaneous

859

3.70

23,208

100

TOTAL

Source: D&G Citizen’s Advice Centre Report

Education and community learning
There are 30 primary schools and four
secondary schools in Annandale and
Eskdale. Due to falling rolls, three of the
primary schools were involved in a small
school review process in 2004. As a result,
Wamphray and Eskdalemuir Primaries
were closed.
Many young people leave the region for
further or higher education, although the
continuing development of Crichton
campus is enabling some young people to
study for degrees without leaving
Dumfries and Galloway. A bursary scheme
provides some extra support to people
studying at Crichton Campus. Dumfries
and Galloway College, Carlisle College
and the universities in Carlisle also offer
opportunities for further and higher
education. Barony College at Parkgate
offers courses with a focus on agriculture.
Some pupils are able to make use of
courses there while they are still at
secondary school. Barony College is
widening its range of courses as the need
increases for farmers to diversify.
Community learning centres run by the
voluntary sector in Annandale and
Eskdale have found it difficult to keep
going across Dumfries and Galloway. The
Scottish Executive has identified three
national priorities for community learning
and development:
• achievement through learning for
adults;
• achievement through learning for
young people; and
• achievement through building
community capacity.
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In Annandale and Eskdale, education and
community learning services provided by
the Council focus on the following areas:
• development of adult literacy and
numeracy provision;
• development of referral pathways;
• partnership working;
• implementation of a community
guidance framework;
• engaging people in the learning
process;
• developing partnership working at a
community level;
• developing and supporting ICT based
learning;
• implementing the youth strategy; and
• developing access routes to training.
Annandale and Eskdale does not have an
‘enterprising and learning group’, but it
would be helpful to develop a group like
this to foster better partnership working
arrangements. It could also feed into the
development and delivery of the
Dumfries and Galloway community
learning and development plan.

Community safety
Figures have shown that the total number
of crimes committed in Scotland continues
to reduce, with 406,979 crimes being
recorded in Scotland in 2003. In 1994,
there were 500,110 crimes committed, so
there has been a drop of around 23% in
recorded crime since then. Incidents
involving housebreaking have reduced
during the same period. However,
incidents of fire-raising and vandalism
have increased over the years, with
100,036 of these crimes being recorded
nationally in 2003. The position for
vandalism is mirrored in Dumfries and
Galloway, where it is one of the strategic
priorities for the Police.
In Annandale and Eskdale, there were just
over 2000 crimes recorded for 2003-2004.
This has increased from just over 1300
crimes in 2000-2001. The increase in
recorded crimes is partly due to:
• pro-active policing measures;
• improved reporting of crime by
members of the public;
• more robust recording procedures
adopted by the Police; and
• the impact of community policing.
Crime figures across the region have
shown an increase, with 10,486 crimes
being recorded in 2003-2004, which was
slightly up on the previous year. Again,
this has been put down to pro-active
policing measures, targeting specific
crimes of concern, and an increase in
numbers reported for vandalism and
drugs. Dumfries and Galloway
Constabulary had a detection rate of over
55% for 2003-2004.
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Table 16 - Crime in Annandale and Eskdale
Crime Group

Reported 2003/04 Detected 2003/04 Reported 1998/99 Detected 1998/99

Group 1

32 (2%)

30

30

29

Group 2

28 (2%)

20

28

26

Group 3

788 (38%)

340

821

408

Group 4

857 (41%)

292

412

158

Group 5

357 (17%)

357

257

256

Total crimes

2062

1039

1548

877

Group 6

1070

963

687

635

Group 7
Key: Group 1: crimes of violence such as murder, serious assault, robbery
Group 2: crimes of indecency such as rape, indecent assault, indecent exposure
Group 3: crimes of dishonesty such as theft, fraud etc
Group 4: crimes of destruction such as vandalism and fire-raising
Group 5: are pro-active policing crimes such as resisting arrest, misuse of drugs
Group 6: miscellaneous offence such as Breach of the Peace, petty assault, urinating, drunk and disorderly
Group 7: road traffic offences such as speeding, no tax disc

Group 4 crimes that include vandalism are
an important category in Annandale and
Eskdale, accounting for 41% of reported
crime and wasting both Police and other
resources. A multi-agency group has
developed an action plan to try to tackle
the problem. The plan includes improved
recording of incidence of vandalism over a
six-month period, so that the Police have a
better picture of cost and frequency.
The Scottish Executive has invited all local
authorities in Scotland to develop a
strategy to tackle anti-social behaviour.
Some funding for Annandale and Eskdale
will help us take action to tackle the
problem here. A new taskforce will draw
up the action plan.
The Annandale and Eskdale Safe and
Healthy Action Partnership (SHAP) is also
working to improve community safety.
Action includes the ‘Handyvan’ project,
which is a joint venture by Annandale and
Eskdale Council for Voluntary Services and
Help the Aged to improve safety in the
homes of older people.

Housing
The Dumfries and Galloway Local Housing
Strategy informs the development of
housing across the region. The strategy
has a number of key themes and aims. It
identifies the settlements that are under
pressure in the social rented housing
sector (see table below). The strategy
provides a framework for registered social
landlords, sets an agenda for action on
homelessness and considers regeneration
of communities.
Loreburn Housing Association is looking
at a 54-unit development in Beattock and
a 22-unit development at
Johnstonebridge. Working with
Communities Scotland and Shelter, the
Council is also working to carry out a
‘demand study’ for small rural
communities, and Eskdalemuir is one of
the areas identified.
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Table 17 - Pressured settlements
priorities for (net) additional social
rented sector and Low Cost Home
Ownership Housing (LCHO)
Area
Annandale
and Eskdale

Social
rented

LCHO

Moffat

Moffat

Lochmaben

Lochmaben
Lockerbie
Canonbie

Source: Craigforth – Dumfries and Galloway
Housing Needs and Market Study June 2003

In 2003, the whole of Dumfries and
Galloway Council’s housing stock was
transferred to the ownership of Dumfries
and Galloway Housing Partnership,
making the Partnership the largest
registered social landlord in Annandale
and Eskdale.
House prices in Dumfries and Galloway
rose by 12% in 2003. Prices in the region
are now almost 88% of the Scottish
average, but only 60% of the UK average.
This may influence the number of retired
people making their home in the area,
resulting in the high numbers of older
people that make up the population.
Under the Homeless Act (2001), councils
have a statutory obligation to provide a
minimum of 28 days’ emergency
temporary accommodation to homeless
people. On average, there are 30
applications for this kind of
accommodation in Annan each month.
Half of them are young people, making
the need for temporary emergency
lodgings in Annandale and Eskdale a
priority.
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Health and wellbeing
In our area, life expectancy for
men is 77.1 years and 81.6 years
for women. Both figures are
slightly above the Scottish
average. Deaths from cancer and
heart disease are more than 20%
below the Scottish average.
Hospital admissions from cancer,
heart disease, stroke, external
causes, attempted suicide and diabetes
are also more than 20% below the
Scottish average.
Table 18 - Health Indicators –
Annandale and Eskdale
Indicator

Number

Measure

Life expectancy
males

-

77.1yrs

Life expectancy
females

-

81.6 yrs

Teenage
pregnancies
(3 year total)

156

10.6
crude
rate
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5.6%

Adults unable to
work due to illness/
disability

1,590

7.2%

Long term limiting
illness

7,200

19.4%

Low birth-weight
babies
(3 year total)

Source: Annandale and Eskdale: A Community
and Well-Being Profile NHS Health
Scotland 2004

32.6% of the population are

estimated to smoke, but the figures for
smokers vary a lot, with only 25.2% of people
in the Canonbie postcode area and over 35%
in the Annan postcode areas. This translates to
considerable variation in figures for deaths
due to smoking (see table below).
Table 19
Smoking by Postcode Area in Annandale
and Eskdale
Postcode area/
Community

Name

Smoking
attributable
deaths (Adults
35+)

Smoking
attributable
deaths per
100,000

+/- Scottish rate
%

Annandale and
Eskdale

80

353.0

-12

Moffat

9

389.8

-3

DG11 1

Lochmaben

11

379.1

-5

DG11 2

Lockerbie

12

375.8

-6

DG11 3

Springkell,
Kirkpatrick
Fleming,
Ecclefechan,
Kirtleton,
Eaglesfield

8

394.2

-2

DG12 5

Brydekirk, Annan

15

437.0

9

DG12 6

Eastriggs, Annan,
Welldale,
Watchhill,
Dornock

13

331.4

-17

DG13 0

Langholm,
Eskdalemuir

5

265.9

-34

DG14 0

Canonbie

<5

N/A

N/A

DG16 5

Gretna, Eastriggs

6

284.8

-29

DG 10 9

Source: Annandale and Eskdale: A Community and Well-Being Profile NHS Health Scotland 2004
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There is considerable variation in the number of people with a long term illness (see table
below). In Moffat, Gretna and Lockerbie this is at or above the Scottish level, but in Annan,
Eastriggs and Langholm this is well below the national level.
Table 20 - People with limiting long term illness in Annandale and Eskdale settlements
Settlement
Scotland

All people

% of all people

% of working age

5,062,011

20.31

15.55

8,389

16.53

16.53

616

19.91

10.70

1683

17.71

13.70

746

19.97

17.10

Gretna

2,705

20.11

14.55

Langholm

2,311

16.79

10.59

Lochmaben

1952

18.75

12.37

Lockerbie

4,009

20.23

12.95

Moffat

2,135

21.36

13.48

Annan
Eaglesfield
Eastriggs
Ecclefechan

Source: General Register for Scotland 2003 (Census 2001)

A ‘limiting long term illness’ covers any long-term illness, health problem or disability which
limits daily activities or work.

Health services and
health improvement
The Annandale and Eskdale
Local Health Partnership (LHP)
manages health services for
primary care. It is part of the
new Community Health
Partnership for Dumfries and
Galloway. The LHP succeeded
the Local Health Care Co-operative. It will
have a strong focus on health
improvement, tackling health inequalities
and public health in line with Scottish
Executive policy. The Executive recognises
the need for multi-agency partnerships
and community involvement in bringing
about health improvements.
The Health Improvement Team is now
based at Annan Hospital. Their wideranging role shows a commitment to
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health promotion that needs
new ways of working and new
partners to help deliver the
service.
Two new sources provide both
the LHCC and the Health
Improvement Team with
information for planning
purposes. They are:
• the Annandale and Eskdale community
health and wellbeing profile, prepared
by NHS Health Scotland; and
• the health and social profile of
Annandale and Eskdale, developed
using rapid appraisal techniques by St
Martin’s College.
Together, these pieces of information give
a comprehensive picture of health and
social issues in the area. They indicate a
number of actions needed.

Drug and alcohol misuse
Blake Stevenson reports that
among young people alcohol
is a more significant and
widespread problem in
Dumfries and Galloway than
drug misuse. Percentages of
young people surveyed who
‘have ever tasted alcohol’ are
particularly high in this area.

90

43

Nithsdale

68

39

Stewartry

87

42

Wigtownshire

65

38

Source: Blake Stevenson (2003)

This study also suggests that availability
and use of illicit substances is relatively
low in the under 18 group compared to
other areas. For example, findings in
relation to ‘ever offered an illicit
substance’ (excluding heroin) are shown
in the table below.
Table 22 - Percentage of participants
ever been offered an illicit substance
Wigtownshire

The SHAP has developed an action plan
(see Appendix) and hopes to secure
funding to employ a co-ordinator to drive
this partnership. It has already achieved
funding to work with its partner
organisations and members to train them
to carry out appraisal work at community
level. It provides the focus for
developments around community safety
and health improvements and will link
with the new local health partnerships.

Annandale and
Eskdale

Stewartry

The SHAP is a sub-group of Annandale
and Eskdale Rural Partnership, working
on the Safe and Healthy Communities
agenda in the area. It has representatives
from the Police, Fire, NHS, Annandale and
Eskdale Council for Voluntary Services,
Coastguard, Council and a number of
other voluntary groups and community
partners.

Area

Percentage
Percentage
– tasted
– ever
alcohol in
tasted
the last
alcohol
month

Nithsdale

Annandale and Eskdale Safe and
Healthy Action Partnership (SHAP)

Table 21 - Percentage of 11 – 18 year
olds ever tasted alcohol and ever
tasted alcohol in the last month

Annandale
and Eskdale

In terms of geographic access to health
services, 79.7% of households are within
five minutes’ drive time of a GP, 44.3%
are within five minutes’ drive time of a
dentist, and 65.2% are within 30 minutes’
drive time of hospital. The ‘out of hours’
service for health care changed at the end
of 2004. Access to dental facilities are an
issue across Dumfries and Galloway.

Cannabis

40

45

54

30

Magic
mushrooms

5

9

14

4

Ecstasy

10

18

22

11

Poppers

2

8

32

0

Amphetamine

3

7

6

4

Cocaine

5

5

7

2

Crack

10

15

22

2

Drug type

Source: Blake Stevenson (2003)
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These figures need to be treated with
caution as they are based on people’s
own admission. The differences between
the areas may reflect variations in a
willingness and confidence to admit to
alcohol use. The Blake Stevenson report
also highlighted a general lack of
awareness among young people of
available specialist support services for
drugs and alcohol.

Drug and alcohol services in
Annandale and Eskdale
Dumfries and Galloway ADAT (Alcohol
and Drug Action Team) is one of 22 action
teams in Scotland whose job is to take
forward national strategies and policies
and to introduce them at a local level. The
ADAT’s membership consists of partners
from:
• NHS Dumfries and Galloway;
• Dumfries and Galloway Council;
• Police Force;
• service providers;
• voluntary sector;
• Scottish Drugs Forum;
• Alcohol and Drug Forums;
• Procurator Fiscal’s Office;
• licensed trade;
• Scottish Enterprise; and
• Prison Service.
A team of officers supports the ADAT,
taking its work forward. Five sub-groups
deal with key themes directed by the
Scottish Executive. They are:
• treatment;
• children and young people;
• communities;
• availability and training;
• employability and employment.
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ADAPT – Alcohol and Drug Action
Partnership Team (Alcohol and Drug
Forum – Annandale and Eskdale) is a
forum open to community members and
service providers who are interested in
alcohol or drug issues (or both). The
forum acts as a channel for the
community to feed their issues and plans
into the main ADAT structure. The forum
is currently working in partnership with
the alcohol project in Annandale and
Eskdale to provide:
• ‘pink handbag’ leaflet – promoting
sensible drinking;
• designated drivers scheme – reducing
drink driving figures in Annandale and
Eskdale through encouraging people
not to drink and drive;
• female drinking – increasing awareness
in women of the dangers of excessive
drinking and how to make small
changes in their drinking habits for the
benefit of their health and safety; and
• postcards – increasing awareness about
the risks of excessive alcohol and
providing consistent messages about
alcohol in Annandale and Eskdale.
The forum is also working with local
health partners to provide a ‘blue lights’
disco for 1st and 2nd year pupils. There will
be an interactive health zone to promote
better health for young people. All these
projects are being taken forward in 2006.
Turning Point (Annan) provides the
following services:
• one-to-one support sessions – liaising
with other services, supporting people;
• alternative therapies – for example,
Indian head massage and acupuncture;
• drop-in and direct access service once
a week; and
• group work.

Cameron House provides a specialist drug
clinic in Annandale and Eskdale. The
recruitment of a full-time community
nurse will help shared care to expand
locally. The alcohol liaison project was set
up in Annandale and Eskdale in
September 2004, with the appointment
of an alcohol liaison nurse and a
counsellor from Alcohol and Drugs
Support South West Scotland (ADSSWS)
working with primary care. Four medical
practices in Annandale and Eskdale took
part in the pilot project aimed at
developing a three-pronged approach to
identifying and treating alcohol-related
problems. The project is to be rolled out
across the region.
One of the partners in the ADSSWS
alcohol project provides counselling
services for both drugs and alcohol in
Annandale and Eskdale. Most people
contact them for alcohol counselling,
either referring themselves or seeking
help for someone else. They also offer
help at home, providing housing support
in the form of advice and practical
support for people affected by alcohol or
drug-related problems. The numbers
using this service are extremely small for
the Annandale and Eskdale area. Other
services include befriending and peer
support, which help people become part
of their community again.

Table 23 -Referrals to Cameron House
April 2004-March 2005 Annandale
and Eskdale
Gender

Drugs

Alcohol

Female

10

28

Male

26
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Turning Point drug services had 34 active
drug clients in Annandale and Eskdale at
the end of March 2005. Alcohol and Drug
Support had 62 alcohol clients, 10 drug
clients and six clients with both alcohol
and drug-related problems in Annandale
and Eskdale, April 2004-March 2005.

Sports and leisure
Many different sports and leisure
activities are pursued in Annandale and
Eskdale. Some are provided in centres
managed by Annandale and Eskdale
Sports and Leisure Trust, while others are
on offer from local sports organisations,
such as football clubs, or in private leisure
facilities. Facilities operated and managed
across the area by the Leisure Trust on
behalf of the Council include:
• a public swimming pool;
• four leisure centres;
• an all-weather athletics track; and
• various parks.

An outreach worker based at Cameron
House provides needle exchange services
in the area. Figures for April 2004-March
2005 for Annandale and Eskdale show
that 26,158 needles were distributed, with
24,149 being returned (a return rate of
92.3%).
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The Trust is also working with other
partners such as village halls to offer leisure
activities at community level in the smaller
rural parts of Annandale and Eskdale.
The Trust’s sports development unit has
produced a strategy for 2003-2007 to
improve local sport in partnership with
others with an interest. Recent
developments include a Sports Academy
scheme in 2003, 2004 and 2005, with
support and sponsorship coming from
local trusts and the private sector. This
has offered high quality coaching to
young people in the area. Other notable
projects include the Ride 4 Free scheme to
help overcome transport difficulties in
rural areas, enabling people to use sport
facilities and activities. New initiatives in
disability sports and outreach exercise
classes are also aimed at tackling social
inclusion.
Community groups are also involved in
promoting walking and cycling activities.
Given the health profile of the
population, we need to increase our
physical activity. Sports and leisure
activities can also be used to bring people
into the area or keep them here. There is
potential here for developing Scottishwide initiatives such as the ‘paths to
health’ schemes.
Gretna Football Club took the Bell’s
Scottish Third Division title in 2004-2005
and moved up into the Second Division.
The club continues to develop its premises
and take forward its youth development
work. It has plans to create a 6,000-seater
stadium. Football at this level will bring
increasing numbers of visitors to the area
and provide another gateway to the area.
It will also provide a positive role model
for our young people.
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The cycling
motorway
‘Sustrans’ passes
through Annandale
and Eskdale,
offering local
opportunities to
cyclists. There are
no mountain biking tracks here, but
neighbouring areas have been involved in
the ‘7-stanes’ project to develop these in
other parts of Dumfries and Galloway and
the Scottish Borders. One local cycling
group has been trying to promote
opportunities for people with disabilities
to use accessible cycles.

Childcare
Childcare in Annandale and Eskdale is
provided by families, childminders,
voluntary sector playgroups and playcare
groups, private nurseries and nurseries
attached to the primary schools. Both the
education sector and the Care
Commission heavily regulate childcare. An
audit of provision across Dumfries and
Galloway as a whole is underway. At
present, Annandale and Eskdale does not
have a childcare forum. A number of
agencies such as Surestart work in the
area to help health visitors, social workers
and other public sector workers support
families with childcare responsibilities.
A Scottish Executive ‘working for families’
project in Annandale and Eskdale seeks to
provide women
with some
funding to help
with childcare.
This frees them
to get into
training and
work.

Youth activities
We have no standard measures for
comparing our youth work or youth
activities with other areas. The Council’s
Education and
Community Services
support most of the
youth provision in
the area. The
Council’s Combined
Services section is
involved in
developing outdoor
play areas, including skateboard parks.
There is also a wide range of voluntary
groups in Annandale and Eskdale,
ranging from youth support groups, to
drama groups, to scouts and guides, as
well as sporting groups which enable
young people to take part in out-ofschool activities. Two very successful
independent youth groups in Moffat
employ their own youth workers and
manage premises in the town.
Network WEST (Women of Eskdale Skills
Team) is a women’s development
organisation in Langholm which has
delivered a project working with young
women and giving them access to a range
of activities. This project continues to link
young women in Annandale and Eskdale
with others in Newcastleton in the
Scottish Borders.
Education and Community Services have
been successful in getting external
funding for extra work. Money has come
from Scottish Executive funding for
community safety and the Better
Neighbourhood Services for young
people fund. External funding can enable
more youth services to be provided in the
area. The challenge is to sustain the

services and we need to identify ways of
doing this across the area, to make sure
young people have constant access to
youth services.
The four towns with a secondary school
(Lockerbie, Annan, Moffat and Langholm)
all offer youth enquiry services, which
provide health advice and contraception
services. This is a new service for young
people, building on the success of the
youth enquiry service in Dumfries.
Support for this has come from the Better
Neighbourhood Services fund for young
people. Once again, this is short-term
funding. To be sustainable, these must
become part of mainstream services.
Overall, there is a need to audit this work
to identify gaps and enable better
targeting of resources.

Services for older people
The population of people over 60 years of
age is increasing in Annandale and
Eskdale and it is important that their
needs are given high priority. Services for
older people are provided by a range of
agencies, from the private sector care
homes, to the
statutory sector
home carers, and
from hospital care,
to lunches and day
care provided by the
voluntary sector.
Services for older
people, including
improved home safety, have been
increased in recent years, with the Better
Neighbourhood Services Fund (BNSF) and
the Annandale and Eskdale ‘Handyvan’
project. However, the extra funding that
comes through Scottish Executive
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initiatives like BNSF is generally short
term. Keeping services going is a concern,
particularly as demands grow.
At a Dumfries and Galloway-wide level,
the Older People’s Services Development
Group looks at issues of service
development, and older people
themselves are part of this group. A
number of voluntary organisations such
as the Elderly Forum and Age Concern
(Scotland) work in the area.
There are proposals to develop a care
home in Langholm and we also need
extra sheltered housing across the area.
With the projected increase in the elderly
population of the area, services may be
affected by both increased demand and
shortages of people able to provide the
services.
The Care Commission regulates the care
sector in Scotland. Different parts of
Annandale and Eskdale are likely to offer
different services for older people. An
active voluntary sector can make a
difference in meeting local needs. For
example, lunch clubs are not available
everywhere throughout the area, but in
some towns daily lunch clubs offer both
social contact and a hot meal. Much of
this extra provision is due to volunteers
and local fundraising. An audit of overall
service provision might help identify
disparity and ways of tackling this.
As the elderly population increases and
the number of younger people able to act
as carers reduces, there is real concern
about how services can be provided in the
future. There is also concern about the
impact on the economy of a large elderly
population, in terms of income to the
region and the ability to run services. It is
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likely that we will need to use the pool of
expertise among older people as a
resource in the future beyond the present
age of retirement.
As women live longer than men in the
area and many women do not have a
pension other than the state pension,
there are also concerns about poverty. A
campaign was launched in 2005 to make
sure that people in the region get the
pension credits they are entitled to.

People from minority ethnic and
diverse backgrounds
The minority ethnic population of
Annandale and Eskdale is small and
relatively isolated because of the rural
nature of the area. Ethnic groups may be
represented by one or two members only.
This can make it challenging when we
want to hear about the issues affecting
people from other backgrounds, and look
at their needs and make sure they are
represented.
At regional level, work is going on to
address some of the issues of diverse
ethnicity and the rural nature of our area.
We do not yet know how this will be
tackled in Annandale and Eskdale.
Consideration could be given to
developing a multi-cultural group here.
We are likely to see a growing community
of people from minority ethnic
backgrounds, with fewer and fewer local
people to fill posts, in line with the
population changes, and with people
moving in from other places to take up
work. We are already starting to see
workers moving into the area from other
parts of Europe, in particular from Poland
and other Eastern European countries. It
is important that service providers are

prepared to deal with a more diverse
population than before, so that they can
meet people’s expectations and needs.

Accessibility of services

The evidence of demands on service are
generally only hearsay. There may be
merit in carrying out research across
services to document the issues. For
example, in October 2005, 28 people
enrolled in Lockerbie in an ‘English as a
second language’ class, putting a
significant demand on resources. We may
need to look at work to anticipate needs
for services such as health, housing and
advice. There may be opportunities for
partnership working with these countries’
consulates to make sure we meet the
needs.

• promoting improved physical access;
and

A more diverse population mix can lead
to new ideas and different ways of doing
things and result in a more dynamic and
interesting community. It can also lead to
tensions at community level and we must
be prepared to work with communities to
ease such stresses. As well as minority
ethnic people, we also need to remember
that other minority groups, such as
people who are lesbian, gay, bisexual or
transgender, or travelling people, can also
be subjected to discrimination.

Recent legislation is giving better access
to services by:

• tackling barriers such as ethnic origin.
There is still a lack of knowledge and
awareness of the Disability Discrimination
Act. Private businesses are likely to
require continued support to enable them
to make reasonable adjustments to their
properties so that they are more
accessible to members of the public. The
Disability Discrimination Act is also having
an impact on buildings such as village
halls, and management committees are
aiming to find funding to improve access.

Conclusions
In this Area Community Plan, we have aimed to set out a profile of Annandale and
Eskdale, bringing together information and statistics about the area. Given the wide
range of national and regional policies, statistics and information about the area and the
other influences that affect it, we have not sought to make the profile comprehensive.
Other documents can provide more detail about the area, and these are listed at the end
of the Plan, along with websites which give further information.
The next section summarises the analysis of the area. We then set out our key aims.
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SWOT
analysis
Strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats.
The SWOT analysis provides a framework
for identifying strengths and weaknesses
and examining the opportunities and
threats facing Annandale and Eskdale
communities. This will enable us to focus
on our strengths, minimise our
weaknesses, and take the greatest
possible advantage of the opportunities
available.
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• High quality of our natural
environment.

• Closure of Chapelcross Nuclear
Power Station.

• Good road networks.

• Social economy development
funding becoming more available.

• Low crime rates.

• Reform of Common Agricultural
Policy.

• Low unemployment.

• External funding opportunities.

• Gateway to Dumfries and Galloway
and Scotland.

• Expansion of further and higher
education opportunities.

• Central within the UK, with access to
markets.

• Gateway to Dumfries and Galloway
and Scotland.

• Loyalty and flexibility of workforce.

• Harnessing the skills of older people
in our communities.

• Development of partnership
working.
• Growth of self-employment.
• Thriving and wide-ranging activity
of the voluntary sector.

Opportunities

Strengths

• Strong sense of community in some
parts of the area.

• Active, experienced older
population.
• Relatively low house prices.
• Ability of social enterprises to use
external funding for development.
• Low educational attainment of the
population.

• Ageing population.

• Low pay.

• Speed of infrastructure
development.

• Declining male employment.

• Reform of Common Agriculture
Policy.

• Lack of recognition of the social
economy.

• De-commissioning of Chapelcross
Nuclear Power Station.

• Dependence on agriculture and key
employers.

• Closure of rural schools.

• Lack of recognition of rural poverty.

• Fragility of limited childcare
facilities.

• Dependence of voluntary sector on
grant funding.

• Leakage of economy to
neighbouring regions.

• Low car ownership and dependence
on public transport.

• Globalisation and urbanisation of
the workforce.

• Sewerage systems at or over
capacity to support further
development.

• Lack of capacity to use external
funding limits the effectiveness of
the voluntary and community
sectors.

• Lack of Broadband facilities in most
parts of the area.

Threats

Weaknesses

• Low job mobility and lack of career
structures.

• Decline of traditional industries.

• Rail networks restricting ability to
commute to Scottish cities.
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Websites for Annandale and Eskdale
Web organisation

Address

Crichton Campus

www.crichtoncampus.co.uk

Royal Burgh of Annan

www.annan.org.uk

Annandale and Eskdale Sports and Leisure
Trust

www.annansportstrust.co.uk

River Annan Fisheries Board

www.annanfisheryboard.co.uk

DECIDE – Dornock, Eastriggs and Creca
Initiative Development Enterprise

www.decide-online.org.uk

Dumfries and Galloway Council

www.dumgal.gov.uk

Dumfries and Galloway Community Groups

www.dgcommunity.net

Devils Porridge museum and visitor centre,
Eastriggs

www.devilsporridge.co.uk

Federation of Small Businesses

www.fsb.org.uk

Gretna

www.gretna-area.co.uk

Health information

www.healthscotland.com

Langholm

www.langholm-online.co.uk

Moffat

www.visitmoffat.co.uk

National Health Service

www.nhsdg.scot.nhs.uk

River Annan Catchment Plan

www.sepa.org.uk/catchments/annan.htm

Rural Development in Scotland

www.ruralgateway.org.uk

Royal Burgh of Lochmaben

www.lochmaben.org.uk

Scottish Enterprise

www.scottish-enterprise.co.uk

Scottish Executive

www.scotland.gov.uk

Scottish Natural Heritage, Dumfries and
Galloway

www.snh.gov.uk/scottish/dumfries/about.asp

Small Area Statistics

www.sns.gov.uk

Scottish Social Enterprise Network

www.senscot.net

Southern Upland Partnership

www.sup.org.uk

Tourism statistics and information

www.scotexchange.net
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